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A couple of months ago on the show, I was chatting with Alan Donegan from 

PopupBusinessSchool.co.uk and he told the story of one of his students getting 

frustrated with the business idea generation process. 
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The student said he was only really excited about sleeping, so Alan pointed out how 

another student of his had started a mattress review blog and now makes a full-time 

income from it. 

Kieran MacRae started TheDozyOwl.co.uk, a mattress review blog, and now makes a 

full-time income from it on the back of affiliate commissions promoting and reviewing 

mattresses and other sleep-related products. 

Here’s how he came up with the idea for the site, how he creates content, and how the 

business works in terms of monetization – without a server-shattering volume of traffic. 

Where the Idea for Dozy Owl Came From 

Kieran had some experience building websites and online businesses. His first site was 

a lifestyle blog which didn’t go anywhere. Then he learned about affiliate marketing and 

started a blog about guitars to see if he could earn some affiliate commissions. 

However, after a while, he checked “Guitars” in Google Trends and saw the keyword 

had been on a downward trend since around 2000 and decided he needed to start a 

business around a hotter topic, something simple that everyone needs. 

This is how he came across the sleeping niche. “Everyone needs it, people tend not to 

get enough of it – so that’s how the site came about,” said Kieran. 

Why Mattresses? 

Checking Google Trends first this time he saw the topic of sleep was stable and on a 

rise. Kieran said he started with a mind map, listing bedroom items and doing keyword 

research on them. 

He didn’t look at mattresses at first, because Kieran said he didn’t think mattresses was 

something people bought online, but he liked what he saw digging into the other 

keywords. 

It was 3-4 months later when reading an article about how the online mattress industry 

is booming that he realized he may have been wrong. He switched his focus to 

mattresses as they are higher ticket items and branched off from there. 

Picking a UK Domain and Keyword Research 

Kieran tried to find a mattress-specific domain name, he said he looked for names like, 

“BestMatteresses.co.uk and BestMattressesUKReview.co.uk,” but found that they were 

always taken. 

His wife came up with the name he settled on, DozyOwl. It’s a more brandable name, 

and Kieran said its one people can easily remember. 

You’ll notice he also has a “.co.uk” domain name. Kieran chose a UK domain as he’s 

based in the UK, wanted to serve the UK market, and said there is enough of a market 

to exclude other countries. 

https://thedozyowl.co.uk/
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He pointed out that he also set his targeted location as the UK in his Google Webmaster 

Tools, and said, “I think it helped” to make a bigger impact on the search results for 

people searching out his keywords in the UK. 

For keyword research, Kieran laid out all mind map of keywords in a spreadsheet, 

added the word “Best” in front of them, so he had “Best bedding, best mattresses, best 

pillows,” etc. Then, using Google’s autofill to generate more keywords and a Chrome 

extension called Keywords Everywhere, he could see the search volume for the 

keywords when typing them into Google. 

Looking at how competitive the keywords are, Kieran said he would target any 

keywords with 100-200 monthly searches and above, and if he saw a YouTube video or 

forum post in the SERPS it was an indication it was going to be easier to rank for. If 

there wasn’t either of these in the results, Kieran said he would also look at the other 

sites ranking on page 1 and just “Gauge how targeted they were for the specific 

keyword.” 

Content Strategy and Revenue 

Kieran started out writing articles that consolidated information and reviews he found 

elsewhere online about mattresses and other sleep-related items, he doesn’t test the 

items himself. 

He said he would stick to reading 3-star reviews, as they are less biased and give a 

better scoop on the pros and cons of a product. He added that how he made his content 

stand out was to add humor to his writing, try to draw the readers in with stories, and 

focus on what was different between the different products to add as much value to the 

readers as possible. 

Kieran saw his first sale in the second month netting him £4. After 6 months he was 

making £100 a month, hit the £1,000 mark after 10 months, and after a year his site was 

making £2,000 a month (approx. $2,500). 

He said he’s seeing a lot of longtail traffic though writing long-form content, 2,000 + 

words in posts, and adding keywords to H2 tags. But he doesn’t overthink the keywords, 

“I try and write the best, most useful piece of content I can,” Kieran said. 

Link-Building Strategy and Marketing 

Kieran said he’s done some link-building, mostly via guest posting and sending 

infographics to other site owners to use with a link back to his site. 

He uses Pixabay for free graphics and images, and free infographic templates in Canva 

to make his infographics. He said he emailed sites in “Shoulder niches” like fitness and 

business rather than competitors in the mattress niche and found this to work well. 

He also has a freelance link builder building links for him, OutreachPete. He’s also tried 

social media channels like Pinterest, but not had any success with them yet. 
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How the Site Makes Money 

DozyOwl makes money from affiliate commissions. Amazon is probably the most well-

known affiliate program for bloggers, and although Kieran uses Amazon it only makes 

up about 20% of his revenue. 

He’s also partnered with 8 other brands and retailers based in the UK, all of which 

already had affiliate programs through the online affiliate network Awin. A typical 

commission is 4-10%, which works out as £20-50 per sale ($25-65). 

Kieran did try Google ads briefly but said that with 15,000-20,000 visits a month he 

wouldn’t earn much with ads, plus, if a visitor clicks an ad to buy a mattress, he’s 

earning less than he would with a purchase through one of his affiliate links. 

What's Next? 

There is minimal work involved with DozyOwl on a day-to-day basis, it’s mainly 

checking new comments, emails, and analytics, as well as checking all the affiliate links 

are live every couple of months. 

Kieran updates and writes new content, but usually only when people ask him to review 

their products now. He’s working on another site called MoneyOnFire.co.uk, where he 

blogs daily about business and financial independence related topics. 

 

Kieran’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

“Have patience. It takes longer than you want it to.” 

More Info: 

• https://www.sidehustlenation.com/313 
• https://thedozyowl.co.uk 

 
Until next time! 

-Nick 
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